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Important Points about Key Words 

 Key Words and Key Phrases are a traditional way to learn and interpret tarot. 

 Some decks, notably the Crowley-Harris-Thoth, have Key Words on the cards. 

 Key Words will differ from deck to deck, book to book and reader to reader. 

 Key Words are not the same as a complete interpretation, or a complete understanding of the 
card.  They are a starting point, and a mnemonic device. 

 Each card has many different Key Words and Key Phrases.  The more Key Words you know, the 
easier it will be to read and understand tarot. 

 There are also Key Words for the numbers, suits, elements and ranks in tarot.  Simple 
interpretations come from adding the Key Words for the numbers or ranks with the Key Words 
for the suits and the elements to obtain a basic meaning for the card.  For instance: 1= New 
Beginnings + Cups/Water = Love.  Therefore, Ace of Cups = New Love. 

 Key Words literally become part of your reading, and help you blend card meanings.  For 
instance, a Key Word for the Five of Swords is “battle.”  Another Key Word for the Ace of Cups 
is “heart.”  If these two cards come up together, you might say, “You are having a battle within 
your heart.” 

 
Key Words and Intuition 
Some teachers suggest that focusing on Key Words can limit intuition.  What may be truer is that the 
more clearly we know our Key Words, the more easily our intuition can flow.  When we have a clear 
understanding of Key Words for each card, tarot easily becomes a language.  Then the mind is free to 
access intuition and spirit communication.  Our understanding of the cards helps us articulate that 
knowledge in a way that is clear and useful. 
 
Key Words and Spreads 
Tarot spread positions act as Key Words and combine with the cards to assist us in interpretation.  It is 
helpful to use the name of each position in your interpretation.  For instance, in a Past, Present, 
Future spread you might begin your interpretation of the Past card by saying, “In the past, you…” and 
then insert the interpretation of the card.  If the Nine of Cups were in that position, you might say, “In 
the past you experienced some satisfaction in having many of your wishes fulfilled.”  Traditional Key 
Words for the Nine of Cups include “satisfaction” and “wishes fulfilled.” 
 
Key Word Exercises 

 Make a list of Key Words for the numbers and ranks of tarot. 

 Make a list of Key Words for the suits and elements of tarot. 

 Make a list of Key Words for specific tarot cards that you struggle with, or cards that are 
mysteriously appearing for you frequently.  Find as many Key Words for each card as you can. 
 


